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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel perceptual image
coding scheme via adaptive block-based super-resolution directed down-sampling. At the encoder side, for each macroblock
of a given image, Rate Distortion Optimization (RDO) determines whether it is encoded at the original or down-sampled
resolution. The down-sampling process is directed by superresolution, which generates the down-sampled block by minimizing the reconstruction errors between the original macroblock and the one restored by the corresponding super-resolution
method. At the decoder side, in order to reduce the complexity,
the super-resolution method reconstructs the full-resolution
macroblock in the DCT domain together with the inverse DCT.
Experimental results have demonstrated that the proposed method can produce higher quality images in terms of both PSNR
and visual quality compared with the existing methods.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of the imaging technology, more
and more images with high qualities and large spatial resolutions are provided for satisfying people’s visual experiences.
However, it issues a great challenge to image transmission and
storage. Therefore, a more efficient image compression
scheme is highly demanded, which can ensure a higher image
quality with a smaller quantity of bits for the image representation.
Based on that most images can be obtained via interpolation from sparse pixel data yielded by a signal-sensor camera
[9], and natural images exhibit high spatial correlations between neighboring pixels [2], many interpolation-based image
coding methods [3]-[7] have been proposed. In [5], 2×2 average operator is employed for decimation before JPEG compression. A replication filter and a Gaussian filter are used for
restoring the image from the decimated one. The theoretical
down-sampling model is studied and compared in [6]. Tsaig et
al. [7] propose to code the filter parameters as the side information for better reconstruction at the decoder side. In [3] [4],
the authors suggest coding the down-sampled low-resolution
image during encoding and recovering the high frequency
components during decoding by interpolating the compact
image representation generated by sparse sampling in the spatial domain. Although the predominated smooth regions of an
image can be satisfactorily recovered by interpolation, the
reconstruction of high frequency components of the edge and
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texture regions still remains a great challenge. In order to
overcome the problem, Wu et al. [1] employ the piecewise
autoregressive model to handle the large phase errors during
the interpolation of the image edges. However, there is a
heavy computation burden at the decoder side due to the optimal block estimation problem driven by the autoregressive
model. Moreover, Lin et al. [2] propose a new image coding
method based on the adaptive decision of appropriate downsampling directions/ratios and quantization steps to achieve
higher coding quality. The method tries to avoid downsampling a macroblock along the direction of high spatial variations, which signals the existence of edges and other image
features with great impact on the perceptual visual quality. In
[2], the down-sampled pixels are obtained by averaging the
neighboring pixels of the original resolution image. Although
it can somewhat reduce the aliasing artifacts introduced by
direct sampling, the blurring artifacts will be introduced. Also
as the down-sampling process is independent of the following
super-resolution process, the reconstruction errors between the
original and the restored macroblock cannot be ensured to be
the smallest. More recently, the JPEG2000 [15] and
H.264/AVC [16] have been developed for achieving higher
compression performances for images.
In order to tackle the aforementioned problems, we propose a novel perceptual image coding scheme via adaptive
block-based super-resolution directed down-sampling. For
each macroblock of a given image, whether down-sampling or
not depends on the contents of the visual signal itself, which
will be determined by the Rate Distortion Optimization (RDO)
process [14]. And the joint method of down-sampling and
super-resolution is proposed to minimize the reconstruction
errors between the original and the restored macroblock inferred by the super-resolution method from the down-sampled
block. At the decoder side, the super-resolution method performed in DCT domain is employed to recover the fullresolution macroblock for its simplicity.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II will introduce
the proposed perceptual image compression framework, as
well as the super-resolution method and super-resolution directed down-sampling process. Experimental results in Section III will demonstrate the coding efficiency of the proposed
method. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

Figure 1. The proposed perceptual image compression framework
II.

THE PROPOSED PERCEPTUAL IMAGE COMPRESSION
FRAMEWORK

The framework of our proposed method is illustrated in
Figure 1. For each 16×16 macroblock of a given image, two
candidate coding modes are provided. One is the traditional
JPEG coding mode. The macroblock is divided into four 8×8
sub-blocks, each of which is processed by transformation,
quantization, de-quantization, and the inverse transformation.
The other one is the proposed Super-Resolution Directed
Down-Sampling (SRDDS) mode. Firstly, an 8×8 lowresolution sub-block is obtained by down-sampling the fullresolution 16×16 macroblock according to the proposed
SRDDS. Secondly, the 8×8 sub-block is transformed and
quantized (the QP parameter is set as half of the one used in
the JPEG mode). Then after de-quantization, the corresponding super-resolution method processed in DCT domain is performed together with the inverse transformation. Finally, the
RDO process will determine which mode is employed to
process the macroblock. The detailed information of the super-resolution in DCT domain and the SRDDS will be introduced in the following sections.
The proposed method differs with the schemes presented
in the prior literatures [1]-[4] [8]. Although the image compression approaches in [1] [3] [4] [8] also employ the interpolation oriented adaptive down-sampling, they are designed to
down-sample the whole original image for coding and try to
recover the full-resolution image during the decoding process,
which makes that the higher frequency components of the
local texture and edge regions cannot be faithfully restored.
Lin et al. presented an adaptive block-based down-sampling
method in [2]. Three down-sampling modes with four different QP settings are employed, which results in high complexity of the encoder. Our experimental results reveal that only
one mode is sufficient to improve the coding efficiency.
Therefore, some down-sampling modes in [2] are not necessary, which just introduce the overhead information for the
coded image. Also the down-sampling process in [2] is not
optimized that cannot ensure higher quality reconstructed macroblocks.
A. Super-Resolution in DCT Domain
In order to reduce the computation complexity for the decoding process, the super-resolution performed in DCT domain [10] [11] is employed for generating the full-resolution
macroblock from the down-sampled low-resolution sub-block.
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In the decoding process, the de-quantization process results in N×N DCT coefficients CoefN×N (N is equal to 8). The
DCT coefficients are firstly extended into 2N×2N by inserting
the remained positions of the 2N×2N matrix Coef2N×2N with 0,
which is defined as:
0
0

0
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,

where 0N×N is N×N zero matrix. Then the inverse DCT is applied to Coef2N×2N for reconstructing the full-resolution macroblock by:
,
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where P2N×2N is the full-resolution macroblock obtained from
the super-resolution method, D2N×2N denotes the DCT kernel
for 2N samples, the superscript T denotes the transpose of the
matrix. Therefore, (2) can be further expressed as:
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and Δ represents p or q. For the super-resolution method in
DCT domain, the full-resolution macroblock can be reconstructed during the inverse transformation, which can significantly reduce the complexity of the decoder. Moreover, a fast
algorithm of the super-resolution method is presented in [10],
which only requires 3.1874 multiplications for each pixel.
B. The Proposed Super-Resolution Directed Down-Sampling
(SRDDS)
As aforementioned, the decoder employs the simple superresolution method performed in DCT domain for up-sampling
the low-resolution sub-block to the full-resolution macroblock.
Therefore, in order to minimize the reconstruction error, an
optimized low-resolution sub-block needs to be generated
from the original block by considering the super-resolution
process. It can be formulated as:
arg min

,

(4)
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Figure 2. PSNR comparisons of the proposed scheme, baseline JPEG, and the method by [2]
where
is the enlarged 2
2 block by the superresolution method presented in Section II A, B2N×2N is the original full resolution 2
2 macroblock. The solution of (4)
is the optimized down-sampled low-resolution sub-block
, which yields the smallest reconstruction error.
The super-resolution process (2) can be expressed as:
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And the Kronecker product is employed to solve the problem.
(8) can be further expressed as:
arg min

(5)

where DN×N denotes the DCT kernel for N samples, DN×2N
represents the upper most N rows of D2N×2N, V2N×N and HN×2N
indicate the vertical and horizontal super-resolution kernels,
respectively. And the transpose relationship between their
kernels reflects
. The vertical super-resolution
kernel is defined as:
2
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are vectors obtained from the correswhere , , and
ponding matrixes, and ⊗ is the Kronecker product between
two matrixes. Then optimized can be obtained according to:
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. Then after inverse vectorization, the
where
⊗
optimized low-resolution sub-block can be obtained. The
sub-block will be processed by transformation, quantization.
Finally the RDO process [14] will determine whether the macroblock is coded by the traditional JPEG mode or the SRDDS
mode. Therefore, 1-bit flag for each macroblock is encoded
and transmitted to indicate which mode is employed.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to demonstrate the coding efficiency of the proposed scheme, four typical gray images are employed for experiments: Lena (512×512), Goldhill (512×512), Foreman
(352×288), and Kodim23 (768×512) [12]. The baseline JPEG
coding method and the down-sampling based image coding
scheme [2] are compared with the proposed method.

(7)

The images are coded by different coding schemes, with
the bit rates ranging from 0.1 bpp to 0.7 bpp. The objective
quality of the coded image is evaluated by the Peak Signal-toNoise Ratio (PSNR). The higher the PSNR, the smaller the
difference between the reconstructed image and the original
one. Detailed information of PSNR comparisons is illustrated
in Figure 2. From the results, it can be observed that the PSNR
of the image inferred from our method is significantly higher
than the baseline JPEG coded image and the image coded by
[2], especially at the low bit-rates. Furthermore, the method by
[2] degrades the performance at high bit-rates. The reason is
that it employs three down-sampling methods and four QP
settings, which results in too many overhead bits to be encoded and transmitted.

Then the optimized low-resolution sub-block from the fullresolution macroblock B can be obtained by the minimization
problem:

Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the perceptual gain
of our proposed method, in Figure 3 we have illustrated some
images decoded from the baseline JPEG method, and the proposed method, respectively. It can be observed that the
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Therefore, the super-resolution process (2) in DCT domain
can be further interpreted as the corresponding up-sampling in
spatial domain, as shown in (5). Then the up-sampling can be
implemented separately by multiplying the vertical kernel
followed by multiplying the horizontal kernel. In the following, V2N×N and HN×2N are denoted as V and H, respectively, for
simplicity. The Frobenius norm of the matrix , with
as its
component, is employed as the objective function, which is
defined according to:
∑

∑

/

.
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bpp=0.1315, PSNR=26.94dB, SSIM=0.7551

bpp=0.2285, PSNR=27.78dB, SSIM=0.6564

bpp=0.2122, PSNR=29.3139dB, SSIM=0.7901

bpp=0.1308, PSNR=32.09dB, SSIM=0.8798

bpp=0.2264, PSNR=29.02dB, SSIM=0.7498

bpp=0.2115, PSNR=31.33dB, SSIM=0.8497

Figure 3. Subjective quality comparison. Baseline JPEG images (top) and images by the proposed scheme (bottom).
baseline JPEG decodes images with severe blocking artifacts,
which greatly degrades the visual quality. However, the proposed method reconstructs images with better visual quality.
In order to further evaluate the image quality, SSIM [13],
which is believed to be more consistent to the HVS perception than PSNR, is employed to evaluate the perceptual quality of each reconstructed image. According to its definition,
the larger the SSIM value, the better the visual quality of the
image. As illustrated from the experimental results in Figure
3, our proposed method generates better visual quality images
with higher SSIM values.
IV.

CONCLUSION
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